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向菩提走 
 

年年都有八月九 今年齊向菩提走 

脈住氣住念也住 四禪四果大覺悟 
 

Verse on  Keys to Chan Meditation 
Composed by Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 

 

 Walking the Bodhi Path  
 

In every year, there is the ninth day of the eighth month. 
This year, we forge toward the Bodhi Path. 

Pulse stilled, breath halted, thoughts stopped, 
Reaching the great enlightenment of the Fourth Fruition of the Fourth Dhyana. 
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 (Continued from issue #202)   
 
Hui Neng then came out and sat cross-legged on a 
rock. Hui Ming made obeisance and said, “I hope 
that the Cultivator will teach the Dharma for my 
sake.” Hui Neng said, “Since you have come for 
the Dharma, you may put aside all conditions. Do 
not give rise to a single thought and I will teach it 
to you clearly.” After some time, Hui Neng said, 
“With no thoughts of good and with no thoughts 
of evil, just at this moment, what is Superior One 
Hui Ming’s original face?” At these words, Hui 
Ming  became  greatly  enlightened.  Hui  Ming 
asked further, “Apart from the secret speech and 
secret meaning just spoken, is there yet another 
secret meaning?” 
 
    After Hui Ming verbalized his request, the Sixth 
Patriarch emerged from the thicket and sat in lotus 
position atop a rock. Hui Ming bowed to the Sixth 
Patriarch, (Note: Although left-home people are not 
supposed to bow to lay people, this was an excep-
tional cause-and-condition.) and said, “I hope the 
cultivator will speak the Dharma for me.” Sixth Pa-
triarch Hui Neng replied, “Since you come for the 
Dharma and not to forcibly claim the robe-and-bowl,   
you have to put aside all conditions and put your 
mind to rest. Stop grasping at conditions.  Do not 
give rise to any single thought. Only then will I ex-
plain the Dharma clearly for you.” Having said this, 
he waited in silence. At that time, neither the Sixth 
Patriarch nor Hui Ming gave rise to a single thought. 
Everything came to a standstill. Even the ghosts and 
spirits knew not what was going on. This went on for 
maybe over five minutes.  The Sixth Patriarch saw 
that Hui Ming had no wondering thoughts and had 
stopped grasping at conditions.  Everything was 
empty.   

The Sixth Patriarch’s  
Dharma Jewel  
Platform Sutra 

 
A Simple Explanation by Venerable Master Hsuan Hua 
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     Then, Hui Neng said, “Precisely at that moment 
when you have  neither  thoughts  of  good  nor 
thoughts of evil, what is Superior Ming’s original 
face?” Since the Sixth Patriarch was at that time 
still a layman, he respectfully addressed Hui Ming 
as  “Superior  One.”  The  word  “what”  means 
“who”. In the Dhyana School, we meditate on the 
question, “Who is mindful of the Buddha?” When 
Hui  Ming heard  the word  “what”  he  became 
enlightened. 
 
     Although Hui Ming had become enlightened to 
his  original  face,  he  was  not  contented.   His 
greediness was still at large. All those who were in 
pursuit of the Sixth Patriarch were greedy, with Hui 
Ming topping them all. He had reached enlighten-
ment, yet he was not satisfied. He felt like he was 
still missing something.  Hence, he asked the Sixth 
Patriarch, “Aside from the secret words and their 
significance that you have imparted to me, is there 
anything even more wonderful?＂ 
 
Hui Neng said, “What has been spoken to you is 
no secret. If you turn the illumination inward, 
the secret is with you.” 
 
Hui Ming said, “Although Hui Ming was at 
Huang Mei, he had not yet awakened to his 
original face. Now that he has received such in-
struction, he is like one who drinks water and 
knows for himself whether it is cold or warm. 
The cultivator is now Hui Ming’s master.” 
 
“If you feel that way,” said Hui Neng, “then you 
and I have the same master at Huang Mei.  Be 
good  in  protecting  and  upholding  the 
Buddhadharma.” 
 
Hui Ming asked further, “Where should I go 
now?” Hui Neng said, “Stop at Yüan and dwell 
at Meng.”  Hui Ming bowed and left. 
  
 “What I have told you is not the most miraculous 
and wonderful thing,” said the Sixth Patriarch, 
“What is most important is that you turn the light 
back onto yourself and illuminate inward so that 
you may see the wonderful secret which is within 
you. It is all within you; it is not here with me.”  
Sighing, Hui Ming said, “I have been in Huang Mei 
for many years, yet I have not truly awakened to 
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my original face. Having received your teaching 
now, I am like a person who himself tasted the water 
and can tell whether it is hot or cold.  Great Master, I 
wish to take you as my teacher.” 
  
    “If that is how you feel,” said the Sixth Patriarch, 
“then I will stand in for the Fifth Patriarch in Huang 
Mei and transmit the dharma to you.  We are dharma 
brothers under the same teacher. Take good care of 
the Dharma and don’t let it become extinct.” 
 
    Hui Ming asked further, “Where should I go 
now?” The Sixth Patriarch said, “Stop when you 
reach Yüan District. Dwell at Meng Mountain.”  Hui 
Ming bowed and left. 
  
      It was not until three years after his encounter 
with the Sixth Patriarch that Hui Ming arrived at 
Meng Mountain in Yüan District. There he met a 
ghost who, in his last life, had been a top-ranking 
scholar under the imperial examination system. The 
ghost composed a poem and sang it to Hui Ming. 
 

In the desolate and barren field,  
dreams are endless; 

Listless to reckon the successes and  
failures of the past and the present. 

Wild grass, idle flowers plucked, how many? 
Bitter rain, sour wind, how many broken hearts? 

At night, with firefly light I come and go. 
At dawn, the cock crows; I hide away my form. 

Regretful for not tilling  
the mind ground from the start; 

Two streams of tears a-flow here  
at the green mountains. 

 
    After listening, Hui Ming explained the Dharma 
to the ghost, and took him across. Ever since then, 
there has been the “ceremony of Meng Mountain” 
which is performed to take ghosts across and liber-
ate them. 
 
     Returning to the foot of the mountain, Hui 
Ming told the pursuers, “There is only a rocky, 
trackless height up there. I see no trace of him.  
Search in another path.” The pursuers took his 
words. Afterwards, Hui Ming changed his name 
to Tao Ming to avoid using the same first char-
acter ‘hui’ like his master’s. 
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       Hui Ming went down the mountain and 
told the pursuers that he had not seen the Sixth 
Patriarch. Everyone believed him. Actually, 
Great Master Hui Ming had told a big lie.  Why 
did he do that?  He had received the dharma 
and he wanted to protect the Sixth Patriarch 
and to safe-keep the Buddhadharma. Not dar-
ing to presume to be his Master’s equal, Hui 
Ming changed his name from Hui Ming to Tao 
Ming to avoid using the Sixth Patriarch’s first 
name. 
  
Hui Neng arrived at Ts’ao Hsi where he was 
again pursued by men with evil intentions. 
To avoid disaster, he went to Szu Hui and 
lived among hunters for fifteen years, often 
times teaching Dharma to them in an ap-
propriate manner. The hunters often as-
signed him to watch their nets, but when-
ever he saw living creatures ensnared, he 
would do his best to release them.  At meal-
time he cooked vegetables in the pot along-
side the meat. When he was questioned 
about it, he would answer, “I only eat the 
vegetables alongside the meat.” 
 
    Hui Neng arrived at Nan Hwa Temple in 
Ts’ao Hsi.  Nevertheless, Shen Hsiu would not 
give up his pursuit.  He sent his loyal followers 
on a mission to kill the Sixth Patriarch.  To 
avoid disaster, Hui Neng escaped to Szu Hui, 
where he lived with a band of hunters for fif-
teen years. Those in pursuit never suspected 
that  a  Buddhist  would  live  with  hunters. 
Hence, they never found him.  Some say the 
Sixth Patriarch lived with the hunters for six-
teen years, but their calculation includes the 
time he spent fleeing his pursuers. He actually 
lived with them for only fifteen years.  
 
    The hunters often assigned him to watch 
their nets, but whenever he saw living crea-
tures ensnared, he would do his best to release 
them. For lunch, the Sixth Patriarch gathered 
wild vegetables on the mountain and cooked 
them in the pot beside the meat. If someone 
asked him, “Why are you doing that?” he said, 
“I only eat the vegetables. I don’t eat meat.” 
 

     (To be continued ..) 
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(Continued from issue #202)   
 
     People  who study Buddhism should  first 
study wisdom, they should study Prajna.  If you 
can gain the Prajna wisdom, only then can you 
attain enlightenment.  If you don’t have the Pra-
jna wisdom, then being a dull witted person, you 
will not get enlightened.  However, for those dull 
witted people, if they can fully concentrate and 
focus their mind, they too can become enlight-
ened.  It is like the Venerable Aniruddha; he was 
the most stupid person who could not even 
memorize two words.  Five hundred Arhats had 
once taught him a verse for half a year. Still he 
was unable to read it with ease.  Afterwards, his 
elder brother asked him to return home and for-
bid him to leave the home-life.  Now, All of you 
can speak up.  Have I said any thing incorrect 
about this Venerable One?  Oh!  Was it Anirud-
dha?  Not bad, it was Suddhipanthaka who was 
the foremost stupid person. Aniruddha was the 
cousin of the Buddha.  He had obtained the 
heavenly eyes and was foremost in the Heavenly 
Eyes.  Why did I say he was the most stupid 
person? I want to see whether all of you still re-
member or not.  If there is one who can clearly 
remember, perhaps he would have been the first 
to say, “You have said it wrong.”  I waited and 
still no one said anything.  Therefore, I asked 
you all again.  This time, maybe someone could 
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1971 

Excerpt from the Hundred-day Chan Session 
Lectured by the Venerable Master Hsuan Hua at the Buddhist Lecture Hall in San Francisco, 1971 

Dharma Master Dao-Heng 

—錄自百日禪— 
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 have recalled, “Oh!” and realized it was wrong.  
If I had not asked again maybe there’s still no 
one who would be aware of it.  This proves that 
when you listened to the sutra lecture, you have 
not truly comprehended it.  If you truly knew 
that Venerable One, you would have caught the 
mistake  immediately and  said,  “That’s  not 
right!  This Venerable One was not foremost in 
stupidity!  This Venerable One was foremost in 
the Heavenly Eyes!” 
 
    Suddhipanthaka was the most stupid person.  
His elder brother was very smart, but he himself 
was very stupid.  In half a year’s time, he was 
unable to master even one verse.  His brother 
felt that he had lost face and told his younger 
brother, “You can’t leave the home-life.  You 
are so stupid! It’s useless for you to leave the 
home-life.  To leave the home-life, you need to 
have wisdom.  Since you are so stupid, you 
can’t leave the home-life.”  His brother asked 
him to return home.  The younger brother may 
be stupid, but he had his own set of stupid ways.  
He said, “Oh, I can’t leave the home-life?  You 
ask me not to leave the home-life? Ah! I will 
die and you can see to it.”  Therefore, he hung a 
rope onto a tree and tried to hang himself.  
Now, take a look at this person.  If he had a bit 
of wisdom, he would not have tried to hang 
himself just because his elder brother asked him 
not to leave the home-life.  He felt that he 
would rather die than not leave the home-life.  
This was very touching and Shakyamuni Bud-
dha was moved.  The Buddha then manifested 
himself  as a tree spirit  and came to speak 
dharma to him.  He asked, “Why do you seek 
death?”  Suddhipanthaka replied, “It is because 
I am very stupid.  I left the home-life for half a 
year and wasn’t able to master even one single 
verse.  Therefore, my elder brother told me not 
to leave the home-life.  There is nothing else I 
want to do except to leave the home-life.  If I 
cannot leave the home-life, I may as well die.”  
Shakyamuni Buddha said, “Your leaving the 
home-life is your own matter.  It’s not for the 
sake of your brother.  You are even willing to 
sacrifice your own life.  When your brother 
asked you not to leave the home-life, it is his 
business.   You yourself  can still  leave the 
home-life.”  “If I leave the home-life, will the 
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 Buddha let me stay?” The Buddha replied, 
“Yes.”  Hence, Suddhipanthaka continued to 
leave the home-life.   Shakyamuni Buddha 
then taught  him to  memorize  two words, 
“broom sweep”.  However, he was so stupid 
that when he remembered the word “broom”, 
he would forget the word “sweep”, and vice 
versa.  He could only remember one word at a 
time.  Shakyamuni Buddha then told him, 
“Don’t be anxious, don’t be nervous.  This 
“broom sweep” means to sweep your mind, as 
well as to sweep the ground and make it clean.  
You can use it to sweep clean the defilements 
within your mind.”  So Suddhipanthaka con-
tinued to be mindful of these two words.  
Consequently, he also got enlightened. 
 
    All of us here are smarter than Suddhipan-
thaka.  Not only can we remember two words, 
three words, or four words, we can even re-
member the Chinese characters and able to 
write them out.  Now almost all of you can 
write Chinese characters, and any one of you 
can write at least three or five characters.  
Hence, you are all smarter than Suddhipan-
thaka.  Cultivating the Way is very easy.  All it 
takes  is  your  will  to  cultivate  and  then 
enlightenment will come easily.  A stupid 
person will not do intelligent deeds; a wise 
person will not do stupid things.  When we 
study the Buddhadharma, we learn wisdom.  
Once you have wisdom, you will not have af-
flictions. Stupid people will have afflictions.  
 
    For  that  matter,  those  who  study  the 
Buddhadharma should have a clear compre-
hension of all things.  They must have wis-
dom.  If you can penetrate and discern all 
worldly and transcendental dharmas, then you 
are a wise person.  If you can only understand 
the worldly dharmas and not the transcenden-
tal dharmas, you are still not a wise person.  If 
you  only  understand  the  transcendental 
dharmas and not the worldly dharmas, neither 
are you a wise person.  Therefore, when we 
study Buddhism, we need to penetrate both the 
worldly  dharmas  and  the  transcendental 
dharmas, without obstruction.  We need to 
understand all before we can realize Buddha-
hood. 
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      Next, let us talk about cleaning the de-
filements within our minds.  What kinds of 
defilements  can  possibly  exist  in  our 
minds?  Greediness is defilement; hatred is 
defilement; stupidity is defilement; arro-
gance is defilement; a suspicious mind is 
defilement.  Everyone has a greedy mind; 
the poor has greediness of the poor, the 
rich has greediness of the rich; those who 
are  knowledgeable  has  greediness  for 
knowledge; stupid people have greediness 
of a fool.  Whether one is poor, wealthy, 
noble, or inferior, each has his own greed.  
There is a term called “Insatiable greed.” 
It’s being greedy for more!  This kind of 
greed knows no satisfaction. Being insa-
tiably greedy, the more one has the better. 
Because greed cannot be satisfied, it will 
lead to a fit of temper and give rise to hate.  
If one has a hateful mind, one will do many 
foolish things. Having done foolish things, 
one will lose respect for others as well as 
oneself. One will look down on others.  
The last one, the suspicious mind, is also a 
defilement within one’s mind.   
 
     If one can get rid of greed, hatred, stu-
pidity,  arrogance, suspicion,  then one’s 
mind will be pure and clean.  If one’s mind 
is pure and clean without a trace of dark-
ness, one will open to great wisdom.  If 
you have wisdom, you will no longer do 
foolish things.  Instead, you will do mean-
ingful things.  As a son, you will be filial to 
your parents.  As a civilian, you will love 
and cherish your country.  You will be 
trustworthy to your friends.  Then every-
thing will follow the right track.  This is 
the benefit of studying the Buddhadharma.  
Therefore, for those of you who still have 
parents, you should be filial to them. 

(To be continued ..) 
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Not relinquishing our emotional ties,  
we cannot be free.  

That inability to be free is what hinders us. 
 

Good and Wise Advisors! There’s no knowing 
how many times we’ve met together before, as if 
in a dream. Since time without beginning, all 
living beings have mutually been relatives, par-
ents and children, friends, brothers and sisters. 
We become stuck so closely together that when 
the time comes to part, we cannot relinquish our 
emotional ties. Not being able to relinquish them, 
we cannot be free. That inability to be free is 
what hinders us, so that we cannot see things 
clearly and be decisive? Why can’t we be deci-
sive? It is because of ignorance, the lack of un-
derstanding. 
 
      For countless eons, we have undergone birth 
followed by death, death followed by rebirth, 
going along in the cycle of the twelve links of 
conditioned co-production.  Lack of understand-
ing is stupidity. Because of stupidity, there is ac-
tivity. With activity, the seeds of stupidity are 
sown. Once seeds of stupidity are sown, names 
and forms will  follow. When there are such 
names and forms, the six sense faculties (eyes, 
ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind) come into 
being and we become attached to them. The six 
faculties perceive the states of the six sense ob-
jects. When they perceive pleasant states, we 
have a pleasant experience. When they come into 
contact with something unpleasant, we have an 
unpleasant experience. Thus there are favorable 
and adverse states. If it is something we like, we 
want to hang onto it. If it is something we don’t 
like, we want to get rid of it. When favorable 
states come, we feel happy. When adverse states 
come, we become upset. Thus feelings of like and 
dislike come into being. With this comes the 

 
       

 
Living as if Drunk and Dying in a Dream,  

It’s Hard to End Birth and Death 

 
A talk given by Venerable Master Hua on October 12,1990  

at the Avatamsaka Temple in Brussels, Belgium 
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feeling of love, which in turn evokes the desire to pos-
sess the object of one’s love.  This leads to birth into the 
next life. Once there is birth, old age and eventually 
death will follow. And so this is how we make a mess 
of things, like a fly buzzing around to the east, west, 
north, and south, not knowing quite what it is doing. It 
crawls around on the windowpane, but cannot see what 
is on the other side. If we can’t see through things and 
let go of them, we live as if drunk and die in a dream. In 
this way, in life after life after life, we argue and fight, 
laugh and cry, and become vexed and afflicted. It never 
ends, but we don’t get tired of it. We think it’s a lot of 
fun and very interesting.  
 

There is merit in diligence. 
There is no benefit in playing. 

So be careful! 
We should urge ourselves on! 

 
    The situation in the Middle East is very dangerous 
now. War is about to break out. This is because every-
one is having deluded thoughts and putting out poi-
sonous energy. It’s emitted here, there, and every-
where. The individual releases his or her poisonous 
energy onto his or her family, and once the family is 
contaminated, there are family wars. But a family war 
isn’t exciting enough, so it spreads into the society .
You scheme against me, and I plot against you, both of 
us trying to find ways to benefit ourselves, all because 
of money. There is a verse which describes the Chinese 
character (錢) for “money”.  
 

Two spears fighting over gold,  
the killing energy runs high. 

Obsessed with money,  
everyone gets into all sorts of trouble. 

Those who know how to use it  
can transcend the Three Realms. 

Those who don’t will fall into the underworld. 
 

The ancients configured the Chinese character  for 
“money” in a very meaningful way. On the left side is 
the character for “gold” (金). The character for “gold” 

has a “person” (人) on top and three horizontal lines, a 
vertical line, and two dots below. The two dots repre-
sent gold nuggets, and the three horizontal lines are 
probably three people. The vertical line symbolizes the 
single-minded focus on fighting. And so there is a ver-
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tical line in the middle, a gold nugget on either side, 
and people on top fighting over it all. What do they 
fight with? They use spears. So the character for 
“money” consists of a “gold” character and two 
copies of the “spear” (戈) character. 
 
     So there is a lot of meaning behind the way the 
ancients configured Chinese characters. The two 
spears are fighting over the gold nuggets, which 
could also be in the form of U.S. dollars or British 
pounds. Therefore, “Two spears fighting over gold, 
the killing energy runs high.” You want to kill me, 
and I want to kill you, because we’re after the gold. 
So you take your knife, and I take my spear; you set 
off an atomic bomb, and he sets off a hydrogen 
bomb or releases poison gas, and watch how you 
can survive. When that happens your gold nuggets 
are of no help, nor is the oil that you’ve seized. The 
killing energy shoots up to the heavens. “Obsessed 
with money, everyone gets into all sorts of trouble.” 
Money brings a lot of trouble. People lose appetite 
over money, or commit suicide by jumping off 
buildings, all because of money. They place their 
bets at the horse races and lose several billions, al-
most losing their very life, all because of their greed 
for gold.  
 
    “Those who know how to use it can transcend the 
Three Realms.” If you know how to use money, 
you can become a Buddha. “Those who don’t will 
fall into underworld.” Not knowing how to use 
money in the right way, you may use it to create 
karmic offenses so much so that you fall into the 
hells. That’s how dangerous it is! Ultimately, what 
advantages are there to money? Yet, everyone is so 
muddled. Wealth and lust have confused the people 
of the world so deeply that they have lost their 
wisdom. If you do not long for wealth and lust, your 
inherent wisdom will manifest. In addition, you 
should neither crave for fame. Do not always vie to 
be number one. Do not seek to be in the spotlight 
and make yourself famous to everyone. 
 
     Perhaps you don’t want fame, lust, or money, 
but you can’t put down your attachment to food. 
You may not be greedy for wealth, lust, or fame, 
but you’re greedy for savory food. When food is 
served, your eyes open wider than a cow’s, because 
you want to take a good look to see if it’s to your 
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liking. If it is, you take more servings, one 
after another, never satiated. If it’s not, you 
taste a little bit and push it aside. You are 
clever when it comes to eating.  You know 
what is good and what is not. However, when 
it comes to listening to the Dharma, you do 
not have wisdom.  
 
  You may be able to put down your attach-
ment to food, but as for sleep, you can’t bear 
to give up even a minute of sleep. If you 
haven’t had enough sleep, you can’t get up to 
go to work or to do morning recitation. Dur-
ing the morning and evening recitations, you 
doze off. When you bow to the Buddhas, you 
fall asleep and don’t get up from the bow. Or 
you stand there and enter samadhi as you’re 
reciting the Buddha’s name, so you forget to 
walk forward. In this way, people are con-
fused all their lives, and then they die without 
knowing what will become of them. 
 
   The world situation now is incomprehensi-
ble. People cannot imagine what will happen 
to them. We don’t know which country will 
set off a chemical weapons of mass destruc-
tion and annihilate the whole planet and eve-
ryone on it. I’m not trying to intimidate you; 
it’s really that dangerous. For this reason, we 
have to trace the problem back to its source—
contention.  Instead  of  fighting,  everyone 
ought to yield. 
 
     This is the responsibility of the leader of 
every nation. Every head-of-state should cul-
tivate virtue, carry out humane policies, and 
teach the people to follow the five precepts 
and practice the ten good deeds. For example, 
the Crown Prince of England believes in 
Buddhism, but the royal family made a rule 
that when he assumed the throne, under no 
circumstances could he sit in full lotus pos-
ture. So you see, even being a Buddhist is 
against the law! If every head-of-state could 
believe in Buddhism, there would be no wars. 
On the other hand, if the head-of-state is not 
Buddhist, does not conduct with virtue and 
humaneness and is  obsessed with money, 
there will be war in the country. The heads-
of-state have to be responsible for this. 
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    Secondly, religious leaders have to be responsible. 
Why are religious leaders unable to set a good ex-
ample for others? Why are they so greedy for wealth, 
lust, fame, food, and sleep? The religious leaders 
have to assume their responsibility. Next in line are 
college professors. They should not teach college 
students to be promiscuous and take birth control 
pills  like  crazy.  Professors,  thinking only about 
making money, have spoiled the students and con-
doned their misbehavior. It is said, “If the child is 
raised but not taught well, it is the father’s fault.” 
Why aren’t parents teaching their children? Why do 
they let them do whatever they want? For example, 
American youths commit murder and arson, peddle 
drugs, and engage in other illegal activities. This is 
all because their parents didn’t teach them to behave 
well and respect the rules. That’s why everyone dis-
regards the law and doesn’t follow any rules. In their 
daily lives, people break the five precepts against 
killing, stealing, sexual misconduct, lying, and tak-
ing intoxicants. These are the reasons the world has 
gone to destruction and education is morally bank-
rupt. 
 
    Parents  have  failed to  educate  their  children; 
teachers and professors have not done a good job of 
teaching; members of the clergy have not fulfilled 
their role as educators; the government has not done 
anything to reform education.  As a result, this world 
is in such a mess.  Therefore, the religious leaders 
should make it their responsibility to bring about 
educational reform. All religions should work to-
gether in unity.  It should not be like before, with 
people praising a religion when they were in it and 
slandering it after they left it. Catholics would say 
that Catholicism was good. Protestants would say 
that Protestantism was good. Buddhists would say 
that Buddhism was good. Actually, we aren’t sup-
posed to praise ourselves. Only the praise and rec-
ognition of others count. For example, everyone 
recognizes  the  fact  that  the  Buddha  attained 
Buddhahood.  It is not the case that when you think 
you are limitless and boundless, you are limitless and 
boundless. Your thinking that you have become a 
Buddha doesn’t mean that you have actually become 
a Buddha.  
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2009 1    Schedule of Events – January of  2009 

Sun Mon Tue Wed 四Thu 五Fri 六Sat 

◎ Great Compassion Repentance 12:30 pm  

The Spring semester of Instilling Goodness Chinese School at 
Gold Wheel Monastery starts on January 10, 2009.  We welcome 
your children to enroll.  Please call Gold Wheel Monastery for  
registration.  

1◎           
New Year’s Day 

Auspicious Spirit 
Mantra of  
Eradicating  
Disaster  
8:00 am—3:00 pm  

2◎ 3◎        

Anniversary of 
Shakyamuni Buddha’s  
Enlightenment 
(Actual Day)  
 

      

4                                 
 

Dharma Assembly of  
Amitabha Buddha  
Recitation  
8:00 am—10:00 am 

Liberating Life  
Ceremony 
1:00 pm —3:00 pm 

5◎              

Monthly Memorial of   
Venerable Master Hua                                               

6◎          7◎          8◎   9◎         
 

10◎          

Chinese School at  
Gold Wheel Monastery  
Spring Semester 
Begins          

11

Recitation of  
Six-Syllable Great 
Bright Mantra  
8:00 am —3:00 pm 

12◎        

 
13◎           14◎       15◎            16◎       17◎       

 
 

18                           
 

Recitation of  
Earth Store Sutra 
8:00 am —3:00 pm  

19◎                   20◎                    
 

21◎  

 
22◎       23◎ 

 

24 
 

Dharma Assembly of 
Protecting the Nation 
and Eradicating Disaster  
8:00 am—3:00 pm  

25
 

Dharma Assembly of  
Protecting the Nation  
and Eradicating Disaster  
8:00 am—3:00 pm  

26                        

 
Maitreya Bodhisattva’s 
Birthday          

 
Dharma Assembly of   
Protecting the Nation and  
Eradicating Disaster  
8:00 am—3:00 pm  

27◎
 

28◎
 

29◎

 

30◎  
 

31◎                

  
Samadhi Light Buddha’s  
Birthday   
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2009 2    Schedule of Events – February of 2009 

Sun Mon Tue Wed 四Thu 五Fri 六Sat 

◎  禮拜大悲懺 Great Compassion Repentance  12:30 pm 

1                                            
 

Dharma Assembly of  Amitabha Buddha  
Recitation 8:00 am—10:00 am 

Liberating Life  
Ceremony 1:00 pm —3:00 pm  

2◎ 3◎                  

 
Venerable God 
Shakra’s  
Birthday 

4◎        

Monthly  
Memorial of   
Venerable  
Master Hua                                           

5◎ 6◎               

  
7◎          

8                                                       
大悲懺  

Great Compassion Repentance 
8:00 am—3:00 pm 

9◎   10◎        11◎        12◎ 13◎         14◎  

 

15                                   
 

Recitation of Earth Store Sutra 
8:00 am —3:00 pm 

16◎             17◎            18◎                          
 

19◎  
 

20◎  

 

21◎                     

22                                                                      
 

Recitation of  Shurangama Mantra 
8:00 am —3:00 pm  

23◎            24◎        25◎             

 

26◎                  27◎                  28◎                  


